Background: A common feature of most genetic sex-determination systems studied so far is that sex is determined by nonrecombining genomic regions, which can be of various sizes depending on the species. These regions have evolved independently and repeatedly across diverse groups. A number of such sex-determining regions (SDRs) have been studied in animals, plants, and fungi, but very little is known about the evolution of sexes in other eukaryotic lineages. Results: We report here the sequencing and genomic analysis of the SDR of Ectocarpus, a brown alga that has been evolving independently from plants, animals, and fungi for over one giga-annum. In Ectocarpus, sex is expressed during the haploid phase of the life cycle, and both the female (U) and the male (V) sex chromosomes contain nonrecombining regions. The U and V of this species have been diverging for more than 70 mega-annum, yet gene degeneration has been modest, and the SDR is relatively small, with no evidence for evolutionary strata. These features may be explained by the occurrence of strong purifying selection during the haploid phase of the life cycle and the low level of sexual dimorphism. V is dominant over U, suggesting that femaleness may be the default state, adopted when the male haplotype is absent. Conclusions: The Ectocarpus UV system has clearly had a distinct evolutionary trajectory not only to the well-studied
Introduction
Genetic determination of sex is mediated by sex-determining regions (SDRs) of various sizes or by sex chromosomes in a broad range of eukaryotes. Sex chromosomes have arisen independently and repeatedly across the eukaryotic tree, and comparative analysis of different sex-determination systems has provided insights into how these systems originate and evolve. A typical sex chromosome pair is thought to have derived from a pair of autosomes through the acquisition of genes involved in sex determination. If more than one locus involved in sex determination is located on the chromosome, recombination between loci is expected to be suppressed to avoid the production of maladapted individuals with a combination of male and female alleles of the sex-determining genes. This leads to the establishment of a nonrecombining region on the nascent sex chromosome, with important consequences for the evolution of this region of the genome [1] . For example, as a result of the suppression of recombination within the SDR, repetitive DNA tends to accumulate, leading to an increase in SDR size and degeneration of genes within the nonrecombining region. At a later stage, deletion of nonfunctional DNA from within the SDR may lead to a decrease in the physical size of the SDR.
There is also evidence that the nonrecombining region can progressively encroach on the flanking regions of the chromosome so that it encompasses an increasingly greater proportion of the sex chromosome. This process is thought to be driven by the recruitment of genes with differential selective benefits to the two sexes (sexually antagonistic genes) into the SDR [2] (but see [3] ). Extension of the SDR in this manner can lead to the creation of ''strata,'' which are regions of the SDR that have become nonrecombining at different points in evolutionary time [4] [5] [6] [7] .
The genetic mechanism of sex determination also influences how the sex chromosomes evolve. In organisms in which sex is expressed in the diploid phase, such as most animals and land plants, one sex is heterogametic (XY or ZW), whereas the other is homogametic (XX or ZZ). In these systems, only the Y or W contains nonrecombining regions because the X and Z recombine in the homogametic sex. In some algae and bryophytes, the male and female sexes are genetically determined after meiosis, during the haploid phase of the life cycle [8, 9] . This type of sexual system, termed UV to distinguish it from the XY and ZW systems described above [10] , exhibits specific evolutionary and genetic properties that have no exact equivalent in diploid systems. In UV systems, the female and male SDR haplotypes function in independent, haploid, male and female individuals, and, consequently, there is no heterozygous sex comparable to XY males or ZW females. This difference between UV and XY/ZW systems should have important implications for SDR evolution [8, 9] . In particular, the female U and the male V are expected to be under similar evolutionary pressures not only because they function independently in different individuals but also because neither the U nor the V SDR haplotype recombines [8, 9] . As a result, both haplotypes are expected to exhibit the effects of loss of recombination, such as gene degeneration, to a similar extent. Gene degeneration is, however, expected to be limited in both the U and the V regions, provided they both contain genes that are essential during the haploid phase. It has also been suggested that changes in the size of the U or V involved principally additions of beneficial (but not essential) genes rather than gene losses [8, 9] . Some asymmetry may be expected between the U and V, however, if sexual selection is stronger in males [11] or if one of the chromosomes plays a more active role in sex determination. These verbal predictions of the characteristics of UV systems still need to be rigorously tested empirically.
Although eukaryotic species with UV systems may be as common as those with XY and ZW systems, very few of the former have been characterized, with detailed sequence data being available for only two members of the Archaeplastida lineage: the liverwort Marchantia (which has a fully sequenced V chromosome but a partially identified U chromosome) [12] and a UV pair of unknown age in the green alga Volvox [13] , together with more fragmentary information recently obtained for the moss Ceratodon [14] . Clearly, additional detailed sequence information is required to fully test the predictions that have been made with respect to UV sex-determination systems and to evaluate the generality of these predictions in a broad phylogenetic context.
We report here the identification and the genetic and genomic characterization of the U and V sex-determining regions of the brown algal model Ectocarpus sp. (formerly included in E. siliculosus) [15, 16] . Brown algae belong to the Stramenopiles, a lineage very distantly related to animals, fungi, and green plants (the common ancestors dating back more than one giga-annum [Ga] ). The brown algae are considered to possess sex chromosomes rather than mating-type chromosomes [17] [18] [19] for a number of reasons: (1) there is a strict correlation between gamete size and sex in anisogamous species; (2) all sexual brown algal species exhibit some form of sexual dimorphism [20, 21] ; and (3) heteromorphic sex chromosomes have been identified in some species [22, 23] . Previous work has shown that sex is determined by a single, Mendelian locus in Ectocarpus sp. [24] . During the haploid-diploid life cycle of this organism, meiospores, produced by the sporophyte generation, develop into dioicous (separate male and female) gametophytes, which then produce either male or female anisogametes ( Figure 1A) .
We show here that the Ectocarpus sp. UV has features typical of sex chromosomes in other systems, such as low gene density and a large amount of repeated DNA. The male and female SDRs are extremely diverged, reflecting a long independent evolutionary history, which we estimated at more than 70 mega-annum (Ma). Despite its age, the SDR constitutes only one-fifth of the sex chromosome. A possible explanation for this observation was suggested by the low number of sex-biased genes, implying that sexual conflict may be insufficient in Ectocarpus sp. to drive extensive SDR expansion. Both the male and female SDR haplotypes showed signs of degeneration despite the action of purifying selection during the haploid phase of the life cycle. Analysis of expression data suggested that the genes escaped degeneration function during the haploid phase of the life cycle. The male SDR haplotype was dominant over the female haplotype, suggesting that the V chromosome determines maleness, with femaleness possibly being the default state when this chromosome is absent. A male-specific high mobility group (HMG) domain gene was identified as a candidate male sex-determining gene. Analysis of the Ectocarpus sp. SDR has underlined the universality of sex chromosome evolution across the eukaryotes and has provided important insights into sex chromosome evolution in UV sexual systems.
Results
Identification and Characterization of the Ectocarpus sp. SDR The initial screen for SDR sequence scaffolds used comparative genome hybridization experiments [25] to identify three male-specific scaffolds. PCR-based markers were used to localize these scaffolds to linkage group 30 of the Ectocarpus sp. genetic map [26] (Figure 1B ; Tables S1A-S1C available online). Searches for additional male SDR scaffolds were then carried out by searching for scaffolds carrying male-specific genes using male and female transcriptomic data and by adapting the Y chromosome genome scan (YGS) method, which uses short-read sequencing and k-mer comparison to identify sex-linked sequences [27] (see the Supplemental Experimental Procedures for further details). Together, these methods allowed the identification of two large sequence scaffolds corresponding to the male SDR haplotype. Sex linkage was systematically verified by genetic mapping (Tables S1B  and S1C ).
Further analysis of the segregation patterns of genetic markers corresponding to SDR scaffolds in a single family of 2,000 siblings detected no recombination events ( Figure 1B) . The SDR therefore behaves as a discrete, nonrecombining haplotype. This genetic analysis indicated that the male SDR extended over a region of approximately 920 kilobase pairs (kbp) ( Figure 1C ; Table 1 ).
To characterize the female haplotype of the sex locus, we sequenced the genome of a female Ectocarpus sp. strain that is closely related to the sequenced male strain ( Figure S1A ) [16] . Several strategies were used to identify candidate female SDR scaffolds (Supplemental Experimental Procedures and  Tables S1E-S1H ). These included searches for female orthologs of male SDR protein sequences, a search for scaffolds carrying female-specific genes based on male and female transcriptomic data, and the adaptation of the YGS method [27] to search for female rather than male scaffolds. The cumulative size of the female sex-linked scaffolds was 929 kbp. Assuming that the combination of approaches used here has provided a near-complete list of male and female SDR scaffolds, this indicates that the male and female SDR haplotypes are of similar size ( Figure 1C ; Table 1 ).
To confirm cosegregation of the SDR with sexual phenotype, 34 Ectocarpus strains of known sex from different geographical origins and species were genotyped with several sex locus markers, corresponding to both the male and female SDR haplotypes (Table S1D) . In all cases, the SDR genotype correlated with sexual phenotype, confirming that this region is the sex-determining locus in Ectocarpus.
The SDR is flanked by two large recombining regions, which we refer to as pseudoautosomal (PAR) domains. Analysis of molecular marker segregation [26] indicates that these regions recombine during meiosis, unlike the SDR ( Figure 1B) . The PAR had gene density, intron length, and percent GC content intermediate between those of the autosomes and the SDR ( Figure 1B ; Table 1 ). These unusual features are characteristic of the entire recombining part of the chromosome and are not restricted to the regions closest to the SDR ( Figure 1B) . It is currently not clear why the PAR exhibits these structural differences compared to the autosomes.
Both the male and female SDR haplotypes are rich in transposable element sequences ( Figure 1B ; Figure 2A ) and gene poor compared to the autosomes (Table 1) , features typical of nonrecombining regions [1] . With only one exception (long The sexual cycle (left side of panel) involves an alternation between the diploid sporophyte and haploid, dioicous (male and female) gametophytes. The sporophyte produces meiospores through meiosis in unilocular sporangia (singlechambered, spore-bearing structures; Uni). The meiospores are released and develop as gametophytes (each containing either a U or a V sex chromosome), which then produce gametes in plurilocular gametangia (multiple-chambered, gamete-bearing structures; Plr). Fusion of male and female gametes produces a zygote (containing both the U and the V sex chromosomes), which develops as a diploid sporophyte, completing the sexual cycle. Unfertilized gametes can enter an asexual parthenogenetic cycle by germinating without fusion to produce a parthenosporophyte (right side of panel). The parthenosporophyte produces spores through apomeiosis in unilocular sporangia, and these develop as gametophytes, completing the parthenogenetic cycle. Note that the haploid parthenosporophytes and the diploid sporophytes do not express sex. The parthenogenetic cycle is only shown for a female, but male gametes can also develop parthenogenetically in some Ectocarpus lineages. Life cycle stages used for the qRT-PCR analysis of SDR gene expression are marked with an asterisk. (B) Genetic and physical maps of the Ectocarpus sp. sex chromosome. The left side of the panel shows a genetic map of the Ectocarpus sp. sex chromosome (LG30). The positions of simple sequence repeat (SSR) markers are indicated to the right of the linkage group, with the prefix ''M'' for marker, followed by the number of the supercontig that contains the SSR, and, finally, in some cases, with a suffix to distinguish markers that originated from the same supercontig. Sex-linked markers are shown in blue. Numbers to the left indicate map distances (in cM) between the intervals given by the lines that cross the vertical bar. The genetic map was generated using a segregating family of 60 individuals, except for the nonrecombining region, where a larger population of 2,000 meiotic individuals was used. The central panel depicts the extent of recombination between markers located inside the Ectocarpus sp. nonrecombining region. The number of meiotic siblings used to assay for recombination between each pair of markers is indicated, with the percentage of recombinants detected in parentheses. Note that no recombination was detected between any of the sex locus markers. See Table S1B for the coordinate position of each marker on its respective scaffold. The right side of the panel shows a physical map of the sex chromosome and a heatmap of the GC percent, gene density, and TE density along the LG30 and along an autosome (LG06) for comparison. The heatmap was computed using a 4,000 base pair (bp) sliding window. (C) Overview of the Ectocarpus sp. male and female SDR haplotypes. Genes are indicated by arrows, with the lighter colors corresponding to gametologs. Gene names (LocusIDs) are indicated, with pseudogenes in gray font and putative transposon remnants in gray italics. Putative transposon remnants were counted as protein-coding genes, but Esi0068_0068/FeV4scaf25_3 was not included in the set of gametolog pairs. The relative sizes of the male and female SDR genes are indicated, but they are not drawn to the same scale as the underlying scaffolds indicated by the dotted line and the scale bar. Only female SDR scaffolds carrying genes are represented. Scaffolds are separated by double diagonal lines, indicating that the relative positions of scaffolds within the SDR are unknown. Double-headed arrows indicate the estimated sizes of the SDR haplotypes. The gray bars indicate the sex chromosomes. SDR, sex-determining region; PAR, pseudoautosomal region. See also Figure S1 .
terminal repeat transposons in the female SDR), all transposable element (TE) classes were more abundant in the SDR and the PAR than they were in the autosomes, with the differences being particularly marked for both SDR haplotypes. When individual classes of transposable elements were considered, retrotransposons (which represent the least abundant transposon class in the Ectocarpus sp. genome as a whole) showed the most marked proportional enrichment in the SDR haplotypes compared to the autosomes ( Figure S2A ).
About 30% of the euchromatin of the male-specific (nonrecombining) region of the human Y chromosome consists of multiple, different ''ampliconic sequences,'' which exhibit 99.9% identity within each set of repeated sequence. The identity between these sequences has been taken as evidence for a high level of gene conversion within this region [5, 30] . It was further suggested that gene conversion might ''substitute'' for interchromosomal recombination to some extent, counteracting the degenerative effects of reduced recombination within the SDR. Very little intrahaplotype sequence similarity was identified within either the male or the female Ectocarpus sp. SDR haplotypes (Table S1J ). The total lengths of the repeated regions within the male and female SDRs were only 2.5% and 3.2%, respectively. It therefore seems unlikely that mechanisms similar to those proposed for the human Y chromosome have operated in this SDR, although it should be noted that large ampliconic repeats are difficult to assemble, and some sequences of this type may not have been identified, particularly for the female haplotype.
The male SDR haplotype contains 17 protein-coding genes and three pseudogenes, whereas 15 protein-coding genes and seven pseudogenes were found in the female haplotype ( Figure 1C ; Figure 3 ; Table S2 ). Eight of the female proteincoding genes and three of the pseudogenes are homologous to male SDR sequences (''gametologs''), consistent with the two SDR haplotypes having evolved from a common ancestral autosomal region. The classification of these genes as gametologs was supported by expression analysis, which showed that transcript abundances for gametolog pairs were strongly correlated ( Figure S2B ), and by their conserved intron and exon structures ( Figure S3 ). This correlated expression pattern is consistent with the gametolog genes having been retained because they have non-sex-specific functions during the haploid phase of the life cycle. The genes and pseudogenes that were only found in one (male or female) haplotype may have been either acquired since the divergence of the U and the V regions or lost by the counterpart haplotype. Eighteen of the male and female genes and pseudogenes that were found in only one haplotype had homologs outside the SDR (including, in two cases, genes on linkage group 30; Figure 3 and Table S2 ). The high similarity between some of these SDR genes and their closest autosomal homologs would be consistent with these gene pairs having arisen from recent gene duplication events (i.e., since the divergence of the U and the V) that created either the SDR or the autosomal copy. The remaining two genes that were found in only one haplotype may represent cases of gene loss in the other haplotype, but they could also have resulted from gene relocation to the SDR. Testing these hypotheses will require comparison with a homologous gene from an outgroup species.
Genomic Degeneration of the SDR Region Suppression of recombination across the SDR is expected to lead to genetic degeneration unless there is strong selection on gene function to counteract this effect. There are several indications that genetic degradation has occurred, at least to some degree, in the Ectocarpus sp. SDR. We identified a set of optimal codons for Ectocarpus sp. (Figures S2C and S2D ). Selection on codon usage is known to be of weak intensity and particularly sensitive to loss of recombination [31, 32] . The coding sequences of SDR genes exhibited significant underrepresentation of optimal codons ( Figure 2B ). This suggests maladapted codon usage (although we cannot exclude that the underrepresentation is due, at least in part, to reduced rates of biased gene conversion [33] due to the loss of recombination within the SDR). In addition, transcripts of SDR genes tended to be less abundant on average than transcripts of autosomal genes, although note that codon usage and expression level are likely to be correlated, so these two parameters are not necessarily independent. Reduced transcript abundance was particularly marked for SDR genes that were exclusively present in one of the haplotypes ( Figure 2C ), and it may reflect degradation of the promoter and cis-regulatory sequences of these SDR genes. The same tendency was observed for the Volvox mating locus, where haplotype-specific genes were expressed at lower levels than genes that were part of a gametolog pair [13] , suggesting that genetic degeneration of haplotype-specific SDR genes may be a general phenomenon. Note that expression analysis of the Ectocarpus sp. gametolog genes did not provide any evidence that these genes are degenerating.
SDR genes were found to be much longer on average than genes elsewhere in the genome, due principally to the presence of longer introns (Table 1) . This difference was partly explained by the presence of a larger amount of inserted transposable element DNA (Figures 2A and S2E) , which is typical of nonrecombining regions.
Although these various analyses provided some evidence for genomic degeneration in the SDR, the overall degree of degeneration was modest compared to previously characterized systems [34] , perhaps because both the U and the V SDR haplotypes have essential functions during the haploid phase and are constantly exposed to selection (in contrast to Y or W chromosome genes, which are always heterozygous). An analysis of SDR gene expression supported this hypothesis: transcripts of SDR genes were consistently present during the haploid phase of the life cycle (Figure 4 ). Another potential explanation for the limited degree of degeneration is that the SDR is small compared to most previously characterized systems, and this may have limited the potential for Hill-Robertson interference among selected sites [35] [36] [37] .
Predicted Functions of SDR Genes
Of the nine genes that were found in the male, but not the female, SDR haplotype, one was of particular interest because it was predicted to encode an HMG domain protein ( Figure S4A and Table S4A ). This family of proteins has been implicated in sex or mating-type determination in both vertebrates and fungi [38, 39] . The SDR of the green alga Volvox also contains an HMG gene [13] . In addition, several of the genes that were found in both the male and female SDR haplotypes (gametologs) were predicted to encode potential signal transduction proteins (including a Ste20-like kinase, a casein kinase, a GTPase, a RING zinc-finger protein, and a MEMO domain protein; Table S2 ) and could potentially be involved in the regulation of sex determination.
An Ancient Sex-Determining Region
At the sequence level, the male and female haplotypes are extremely divergent. No large blocks of sequence similarity were found, and the only regions with a high level of similarity corresponded to gametolog exons ( Figure S3 ). This divergence suggests that the male and female haplotypes have been evolving independently over a long period. Two phylogenetic trees were constructed based on sequences of either an SDR or an autosomal sequence from three Ectocarpus lineages and three distantly related brown algal species, Scytosiphon lomentaria, Sphaerotrichia firma, and Laminaria digitata. The topology of the phylogenetic tree based on the autosomal region was consistent with sequential speciation, with sequences from male and female strains of the same lineage grouping together ( Figure 5A ). In contrast, in the phylogenetic tree based on the SDR gene, sequences grouped together according to gender ( Figure 5B ). Note that we were not able to obtain sequence for this gene from female L. digitata individuals, suggesting that they may have lost the female gametolog. These data suggest that the SDR originated at least 70 million years ago and may be substantially older. The rate of synonymous site mutations (dS) in the coding regions of the 11 male and female gametolog pairs ( Figure 5C ) was used to independently evaluate the age of the SDR. The dS values for these gene pairs were compared with values for orthologous, autosomal gene pairs across 12 brown algal and diatom species for which divergence times had been estimated (Supplemental Experimental Procedures). The dS values for the SDR genes were remarkably high (mean value of 1.7, with most genes having dS > 1), and comparisons with values obtained for the pairs of autosomal orthologs indicated that the male and female haplotypes of the SDR stopped recombining more than 100 million years ago ( Figure S5 ). Note, however, that the estimations based on genetic divergence are approximate because of saturation of synonymous site mutations at the evolutionary distances measured. These analyses suggest that the Ectocarpus sp. UV SDR is an old system, comparable to the Drosophila (60 Ma) [34] and mammalian (180 Ma) [41, 42] XY systems.
When dS values were calculated on an exon-by-exon basis, individual exons with a markedly lower dS value than those of the other exons within the gametolog gene pair were identified for 3 of the 11 gametolog pairs ( Figure S3 ). The presence of these rare variant exon pairs suggests that gene conversion events affecting individual exons or small gene regions may have occurred since the divergence of the male and female SDR haplotypes, but more detailed studies are needed to address this possibility. Limited Expansion of the Ectocarpus sp. SDR Given its age and the prediction that an SDR should progressively enlarge over time to encompass a large part of its chromosome [1, 43] , it is remarkable that the Ectocarpus sp. SDR accounts for only about one-fifth of linkage group 30 and extends over less than one megabase pair (Mbp). It is possible that the small size of the SDR is related to the low level of sexual dimorphism in Ectocarpus sp. because the recruitment of sexually antagonistic genes is believed to be an important driver of SDR expansion [1, 43] . Moreover, sexually antagonistic polymorphisms are predicted to be less stable in haploid systems than in diploid systems because dominance effects in XX (or ZZ) individuals are expected to favor allele maintenance in the latter [44, 45] . This effect may also limit expansion of the SDR by reducing the number of genes with sexually antagonistic polymorphisms available for recruitment into the SDR. Consistent with these hypotheses, comparison of the transcriptomes of male and female gametophytes indicated that only about 4% of Ectocarpus sp. genes showed sex-biased expression at the mature sexual stage of the life cycle (compared, for example, with up to 50%-75% in Drosophila [46, 47] ; Table S4C ).
SDR Gene Expression and Dominance
Quantitative PCR was used to measure the abundance of SDR gene transcripts in near-isogenic male and female strains (Figure 4) at different stages of the life cycle ( Figure 1A ). Whereas no clear pattern was observed for the female SDR genes, transcripts of two-thirds of the male SDR genes that were analyzed were most abundant in mature gametophytes (Figure 4 ), suggesting that these genes have a role in fertility. Interestingly, the transcript of the male gene that is predicted to encode an HMG domain protein was more than 10-fold more abundant in mature gametophytes than at the other stages assayed (Figure 4) . The other fertility-induced genes included both additional male-specific genes (encoding conserved unknown proteins) and several gametolog pairs (predicted to encode, for example, a GTPase, a MEMO-like domain protein, a nucleotide transferase, and a homoaconitate hydratase; Table S2 ). Diploid gametophytes bearing both the male and the female SDR haplotypes (UV) can be generated artificially, and these individuals are always phenotypically male, indicating that the male haplotype is dominant [24, 48] . This dominance relationship would be consistent with the existence of a master regulatory gene that determines maleness, carried by the V chromosome. To determine whether the dominance of the male haplotype is dose dependent, we used the life cycle mutant ouroboros [48] to construct 13 independent triploid (UUV) and tetraploid (UUUV) gametophytes ( Figure S1A and Table S1I ). All tested polyploids produced male gametes (as determined by genetic crosses with tester lines). Measurements of transcript abundances for 11 female SDR genes did not detect a marked downregulation of these genes in diploid heterozygous gametophytes compared to haploid gametophytes ( Figures  S4B and S4C ). This suggests that the male haplotype does not silence female gene expression in this heterozygous context (although it was not possible to rule out that the expression of specific female haplotype genes was suppressed). It is likely, therefore, that gametophytes adopt the female developmental program by default, when the male SDR haplotype is absent.
Discussion
This study has demonstrated that sex is determined during the haploid phase of the brown alga Ectocarpus sp. by a nonrecombining region on linkage group 30 that extends over almost 1 Mbp. The male and female haplotypes of the SDR were of similar size but were highly diverged, with the only significant similarity being the presence of 11 gametologs, three of which were predicted to be pseudogenes in the female. Based on comparisons of these shared genes across diverse brown algal species, the SDR was estimated to be more than 100 million years old. Compared with previously characterized systems [49] , the Ectocarpus sp. UV chromosomes can clearly be classed as an ancient (as opposed to a recently evolved) sex-determining system.
The brown algae belong to the Stramenopiles, which diverged from the lineages that led to green plants and animals more than one billion years ago [50] . This study therefore confirms that SDRs from diverse eukaryote groups share a number of fundamental features, such as stable maintenance of pairs of functional alleles (gametologs) over long periods of evolutionary time, suppressed recombination within the SDR, low gene density, and accumulation of transposable elements. The presence of 11 gametolog pairs provided unambiguous evidence that the Ectocarpus sp. UV pair is derived from an ancestral pair of autosomes, as has been observed for XY and ZW systems in animals and plants [1, 7, 43] .
Analysis of the Ectocarpus sp. SDR has also allowed a number of predictions that specifically concern UV sexual systems [8, 9] to be tested. UV systems are not expected to exhibit the asymmetrical degeneracy of the sexual chromosomes (degeneracy of the Y and W chromosomes) observed in XY and ZW systems [34] , and this supposition is supported by the similar estimated sizes of the male and female SDR haplotypes in Ectocarpus sp. Based on parameters such as transcript abundance and frequency of optimal codons, the Ectocarpus sp. SDR genes exhibit evidence of degeneration, but the degree of degeneration is modest compared to that observed for Ylocated genes in XY systems of comparable age [34] . Because transcripts of all the SDR genes were detected in the gametophyte generation, the modest degree of degeneration is consistent with purifying selection acting to maintain gene functionality during the haploid phase, when the U and V chromosomes are found in separate male and female organisms. Selection is indeed expected to be stronger during the haploid phase, and it is expected to limit degeneration, as suggested for the V chromosome of Marchantia [12] , another UV system, and by the low nonsynonymous to synonymous site mutation (dN/dS) ratios observed for sex-linked pollen-expressed genes in Silene latifolia, a plant with XY chromosomes [51] . The detection of modest levels of gene degeneration indicates that UV SDRs are nonetheless subject to the degenerating effects of suppressed recombination to some degree. Expression analysis indicated that in Ectocarpus sp., the SDR genes that escape degeneration belong principally to gametolog pairs, which presumably play a role during the haploid phase, or are male haplotype-specific genes, which are presumably required for male fertility. The Ectocarpus sp. SDR contains a large proportion of sex-specific genes (20 male and female sex-specific genes compared with only 11 gametolog pairs). This situation contrasts markedly with the UV system of Volvox, where the vast majority of the mating region genes are shared between haplotypes [13] . This difference in gene composition suggests that these two UV systems have had different evolutionary histories, perhaps having been affected in different ways by gene gain and gene loss events. Bull predicted that changes in the sizes of the U and V SDR haplotypes should be due to gain of genes beneficial to the gametophyte Table S2 for further details). Abundances of transcripts for female and male SDR genes were measured using RNA from (legend continued on next page) rather than gene loss [8, 9] . The presence of a large proportion of haplotype-specific genes in the Ectocarpus sp. SDR, relative to the gametologs, and the expression patterns of many gametophytes and parthenosporophytes of strains carrying either the U or the V sex chromosome, respectively, and from diploid sporophytes (strains carrying both the U and the V). Bars with different letters are statistically different (p < 0.05). Details on the statistical analysis are presented in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures. The colored dots next to gene names indicate whether the gene is a gametolog (blue and pink dots) or whether it is only found in either the male or the female haplotype (blue or pink dot, respectively). Graphs corresponding to gametolog pairs are linked by a horizontal line. SP, diploid heterozygous sporophyte; iGA, immature gametophyte; mGA, mature gametophyte; pSP, parthenosporophyte; CHP, conserved hypothetical protein. Initial trees for the heuristic search were obtained automatically by applying Neighbor-Joining and BioNJ algorithms to a matrix of pairwise distances estimated using the maximum composite likelihood (MCL) approach and by then selecting the topology with the best log likelihood value. A discrete gamma distribution was used to model evolutionary rate differences among sites (five categories, +G, parameter = 0.2094). Distinct lineages are indicated by different colors. Samples correspond to three different Ectocarpus lineages, E. siliculosus lineage 1a (E. sil 1a), E. sp. lineage 1c (E. sp 1c), and E. fasciculatus lineage 5b (E. fas 5b), and three distantly related brown algae, Sphaerotrichia firma (S. fir), Scytosiphon lomentaria (S. lom), and Laminaria digitata (L. dig). Lineage names and sex are indicated at the branch tips. The strains used are described in Table S1A . (B) Maximum likelihood tree with equivalent parameters to those shown in (A) (gamma distribution, +G, parameter = 0.2868) for 148 bases of the sex-linked, exonic region of one gametolog pair (Esi0068_0003/FeV4scaf15_1). Pink and blue indicate sequences from female and male individuals, respectively. (C) Plot of dS values of gametolog and PAR homologous pairs against gene distance, with gene order according to the male physical map. Blue and purple lozenges represent genes on the two male SDR scaffolds, sctg_68 and sctg_285and439, respectively. Green triangles at each end of the x axis represent two flanking PAR genes. One-sided SE bars represent half the SE of the estimation. Double diagonal bars indicate that the orientation of the locus relative to the flanking PAR is not known. Dotted lines indicate mean levels of synonymous site divergence between Ectocarpus sp. autosomal genes and autosomal genes of species from the brown algal groups indicated. See also Figure S5. haplotype-specific genes, which indicate a role during fertility, would be consistent with his prediction. However, because there is an autosomal paralog for most of these haplotype-specific genes, it is also possible that functional redundancy of SDR genes and their autosomal paralogs allowed gene loss to occur. Future analysis of additional related SDRs, together with an outgroup species in which the region homologous to the Ectocarpus sp. SDR is autosomal, may help to trace changes in SDR gene content over evolutionary time and determine the relative importance of gene gain and gene loss during the emergence of this system. Despite being ancient, the Ectocarpus sp. SDR is quite small. Given the low level of sexual dimorphism in Ectocarpus sp. and the small number of genes that show sex-biased expression, both of which suggest that there is limited scope for sexual conflict, the small size of the SDR is consistent with the view that SDR expansion is driven by the evolution of genes with sexually antagonistic effects [1, 52] . In a number of sex chromosome systems, the expansion of the nonrecombining region of the Y (or W) has been shown to have proceeded through several events of recombination suppression, and these recombination events have formed regions with different degrees of X-Y (or Z-W) divergence (evolutionary strata) [4, 53] (reviewed in [1, 49] ). The lack of detectable strata is consistent with the conclusion that this region has experienced limited expansion. However, given that strata may be extremely difficult to detect in ancient haploid systems (because both U and V can accumulate rearrangements), we cannot totally rule out the absence of these events. Indeed, recent evidence suggests the possible existence of at least two recombination suppression events in the UV system of the bryophyte Ceratodon [14] , and therefore that UV systems may acquire evolutionary strata in some cases. Note also that the Ectocarpus sp. system provides independent evidence that the age of an SDR does not necessarily correlate perfectly either with its size or with the degree of heteromorphy (e.g., [54, 55] ).
In Ectocarpus sp., the male SDR haplotype was dominant over the female haplotype, even when three copies of the female haplotype were present. It is therefore possible that femaleness may simply be the default state, adopted when the male haplotype is absent. This situation is comparable to that observed in diverse animal, fungal, and land plant sexdetermination systems but differs from that observed with the UV systems of some mosses. In the latter, the male and female factors are codominant, leading to monoicy when both the male and female SDR haplotypes are present in the same gametophyte [56] . Functional differences can therefore be observed between different sex-determination systems, independent of the genetic nature of the system (XY, ZW, or UV).
The male-specific HMG gene is a good candidate for the gene that determines maleness in Ectocarpus sp. If this can be confirmed experimentally, it will raise important questions about the evolution of sex and mating-type-determination gene networks across the eukaryote tree, suggesting shared or convergent mechanisms in brown algae, fungi, and animals.
Experimental Procedures
Ectocarpus Culture Ectocarpus strains were cultured as described [57] .
RNA-Seq Transcriptome Data
RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) analysis was carried out to compare the abundances of gene transcripts in male and female mature gametophytes. Synchronous cultures of gametophytes of the near-isogenic male and female lines Ec603 and Ec602 (see Table S1A and Figure S1 ) were prepared under standard conditions [57] and frozen at maturity. Total RNA was extracted from 2 bulks of 400 male individuals and 2 bulks of 400 female individuals (two biological replicates for each sex) using the QIAGEN Mini kit (http:// www.qiagen.com) as previously described [48] . For each replicate, RNAs were quantified, and cDNAs for transcriptome analysis were polythymine primed, fragmented, cloned, and sequenced by Fasteris. We used both de novo assembly (Trinity) (r2012-01-25) [58] and TopHat (v.2.0.8) [59, 60] and Cufflinks (v.2.1.1) [60, 61] algorithms. Statistical testing for sex-biased gene expression was performed using DEseq [62] .
Identification and Mapping of the Male SDR
A comparative genome hybridization approach [25] identified several regions of the genome exhibiting polymorphisms between male (Ec32) and female (Ec568) strains. Primers were developed for these putative sex-linked regions, and mapping was performed by genotyping the 60 individuals of the mapping population [26] . Details of the PCR conditions are given in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures. The approaches used to improve the assembly of the male SDR and to verifiy the completeness of the male SDR using both an RNA-seq-based method and an approach based on the YGS method developed by Carvalho and Clark [27] are described in detail in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Recombination Analysis
Recombination between sex locus markers was analyzed using a large segregating family of 2,000 meiotic individuals ( Figure S1 ) derived from a cross between the male line Ec494 [48] and the female outcrossing line Ec568 [26] .
Sequencing of a Female Strain and Identification and Assembly of the Female SDR
The genome of the female strain Ec597 (Table S1A and Figure S1A ) was sequenced using a whole genome shotgun strategy that involved the implementation of both Illumina HiSeq 2000 technology and Roche 454 pyrosequencing. Velvet (v.1.1.05) was used to run several assemblies during the sequencing process, including the v.3 assembly (which used all the pairedend reads and reads from one of the mate-pair libraries) and the final v.4 assembly with the complete read data set (Table S1E ). An independent de novo assembly was also carried out with the CLC assembler (http://www.clcbio. com/products/clc-assembly-cell) using only the paired-end Illumina data.
Female SDR scaffolds were identified using three different approaches. First, we blasted the deduced protein sequences of male SDR genes (all annotated genes on the two male SDR scaffolds sctg_68 and sctg_285and439) against the female genome assembly. Fourteen candidate female SDR scaffolds were identified in the V4 assembly using this approach. Second, we used an approach that employed RNA-seq transcriptome data. Third, we also adapted the YGS method [27] to identify female-linked sequences. These approaches are described in detail in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures. All putative female-specific scaffolds were verified by PCR using between 8 and 57 individuals. Several approaches were used to improve the assembly of the female SDR. Details are given in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Annotation of SDR Scaffolds
The male SDR scaffolds had been annotated as part of the Ectocarpus sp. genome project [16] , but the gene models were considerably improved by integrating transcript information derived from the RNA-seq analysis carried out as part of this study and by using comparisons of male and female gametolog gene models. The updated gene models can be accessed on the OrcAE database (http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/orcae/overview/ Ectsi) [63] . The female SDR scaffolds were annotated de novo by running the gene prediction program EuGè ne [64] , which incorporated the signal prediction program SpliceMachine [65] , using the optimized Markov models and SpliceMachine splice site predictions derived previously for the male genome sequence [16] . Gene prediction incorporated extrinsic information from mapping of the RNA-seq data onto the female-specific scaffolds. Both male and female SDR gene models were manually curated using the raw, mapped RNA-seq data, the Cufflinks and Trinity transcript predictions, and the comparisons between the male and female haplotypes.
Pseudogenes were identified manually by comparing SDR sequences with genes in the public databases. An additional screen for pseudogenes was carried out by blasting male protein sequences against the genomic sequence of the female SDR and vice versa. All sequences that had been annotated as ''gene'' or ''TE'' were excluded from this latter analysis using Maskseq and RepeatMasker, respectively.
Homologous genes present in both the male and female haplotypes of the SDR were considered to be gametologs if they were detected as matches in a reciprocal BLASTP search against the SDR scaffolds (E value cutoff: 10 24 ).
The same criterion was used to identify homologs of SDR genes located outside the SDR (Table S2) .
Identification of Transposons and Other Repeated Sequences in the SDR
An Ectocarpus-specific TE library (described in [16] ), which had been compiled with REPET [66] , was used to annotate SDR transposons. TEs were also annotated by running the de novo annotation software Repclass [67] with default parameters. See the Supplemental Experimental Procedures for details.
Intrahaplotype Sequence Similarity
Analyses of sequence similarity within the male and female SDR haplotypes were performed using a custom Perl code [5] . By default, the threshold for sequence identity was fixed to 97%. When the threshold was reduced to 50%, the same result was obtained.
Quantitative exon of the gene to be analyzed (Table S4D ). In silico virtual PCR amplifications were carried out using the electronic PCR program [68] and both the male and female genome sequences to check the specificity of oligonucleotide pairs. qRT-PCR analysis was carried out for 13 male SDR genes and 11 female SDR genes ( Figures S4A and S4B) . The remaining SDR genes could not be analyzed either because they had very small exons, which posed a problem for primer design, or because it was not possible to obtain a single amplification product. RNA extraction and qRT-PCR were performed as previously described [48] .
Construction of Phylogenetic Trees for an SDR and an Autosomal Gene
Exon sequences from an SDR and an autosomal sequence were amplified from three Ectocarpus lineages, from S. firma (E. Gepp) Zinova and S. lomentaria (Lyngbye) Link, distantly related brown alga within the order Ectocarpales, and from the kelp L. digitata (Hudson) J.V. Lamouroux. For the SDR gene, an exon region was amplified for the gametolog pair Esi0068_0003 (male) and FeV4scaf15_1 (female). Alignable sequence data from the internal transcribed spacer 2 (ITS2) nuclear autosomal region and adjacent large subunit (LSU) were obtained for the same strains. Sequences were edited using the Codon Code sequence aligner and aligned with Muscle in the program SeaView [69] . Evolutionary history was inferred using both the Neighbor-Joining ( Figures 5B and 5C ) and PhyML methods implemented in MEGA5 [40] , with the same topology resolved by both methods. The strains and lineages used are described in Table S1A , and the primers are described in Table S3 .
Synonymous Divergence
Pairwise alignments of the deduced protein sequences of gametolog gene pairs were performed in SeaView using Muscle with default parameters. Regions with poor alignments were further analyzed with Gblocks [70] . The aligned protein sequences were then back translated to coding sequence, and dS was calculated using Codeml within the suite of programs in PAML v.4 [71] .
Estimating the Age of the Ectocarpus sp. SDR Coding sequence data from 65 Stramenopile species, including two diatoms, were obtained from the Hogenom database v.6 and from GenBank [72] . Homologous genes were identified using a clustering approach. Orthologous sequences were identified and checked using phylogenetic information (described in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
Coding sequences from other Phaeophyceae species were added to the cluster data, and further data cleaning was carried out so that only orthologous sequences were retained, as described in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures. A pairwise alignment of the Ectocarpus sp. genes with all of the identified orthologous genes from each cluster was then carried out using Prank [73] , and alignments were improved using Gblocks [70, 71] . The programs Codeml and Yn00 from PAML v.4 [71] were then run on each gene pair in order to calculate pairwise dS values. The resulting dS values were plotted against the divergence times estimated by Silberfeld et al. [74] and Brown and Sorhannus [75] .
Codon Usage Analysis A set of 27 optimal codons was identified by comparing the codon usage of highly expressed genes (ribosomal genes) with the rest of the genome using the multivariate approach described in Charif et al. [29] .
Fop values were correlated with RNA-seq expression levels ( Figures S2C  and S2D ).
Sex Determination in Strains Carrying Different Numbers of U and V Chromosomes
Polyploid gametophytes were constructed using the ouroboros mutant [48] ( Figure S1A ). Details of genetic crosses and ploidy verification are given in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Accession Numbers
The GenBank accession number for the raw sequence data (Supplemental Experimental Procedures) reported in this paper is ERP002539. The SRA accession numbers for the raw sequence data (Supplemental Experimental Procedures) reported in this paper are SRX468696 and SRX468697. 
